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Abstract

Computerized analysis of historical documents has remained an interesting research area for the pattern classification community for many decades. From the perspective of computerized analysis, key challenges in the historical manuscripts include automatic transcription, dating, retrieval, classification of writing styles and identification of scribes etc. The focus of our current study lies on identification of writers from the digitized historical manuscripts. The documents are first pre-processed to segment handwriting from the background. For feature extraction and subsequent classification, we extract small patches of handwriting. These patches are extracted in two different ways, by a dense sampling of handwriting using small windows as well as by finding the key points in handwriting and using these key points as centers of small windows to extract writing fragments. Features are extracted from writing windows using a two-step fine-tuning of convolutional neural networks. First, the ConvNets are trained on contemporary handwriting samples and then fine-tuned to the limited set of historical manuscripts (Papyrus). Decisions on patches are combined using a majority vote to decide the authorship of a query document. Preliminary experiments on a set of challenging and degraded manuscripts report promising performance.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Over the last few decades, there has been a significant increase in the trend to digitize ancient documents [2, 3]. The digitization is not only aimed at preserving the cultural heritage but also to make these documents publicly available without the need to physically access them. This contribution, in turn, led the researchers from pattern classification and the document and handwriting recognition community in particular to a new set of challenging problems [4]. Some of the prominent digitization projects include the International Dunhaung Project (IDP) [5], the Monk system [6], NAVIDOMASS (NAVIgation in Document MASSes) [4] and Madonne. Besides digitization, these projects are also supported by the development of automated tools to assist the paleographers in tasks like spotting keywords in manuscripts or retrieving documents with a particular writing style or a dropcap, etc. In the past, paleographers and historians have been hesitant in accepting computerized solutions. The key contributing factor to this resistance has been the lack of ‘trust’ in machine-based solutions. In recent years, thanks to the advances in various fields of image processing and machine learning, as well as the success of joint ventures between paleographers and computer scientists, experts seem to be more receptive to digital solutions in their practices [7]. The primary motivation behind such solutions is to facilitate the experts rather than replacing them. These tools can be exploited to narrow down the search space and
experts can concentrate on a limited set of samples for detailed and in-depth analysis [8]. Among various challenges in computerized analysis of historical manuscripts, the identification of scribes carries significant importance. A writer of a document can be categorized by capturing the writing style which is known to be specific for each individual [9].

1.1 Motivation of Handwriting Analysis

Handwriting is an important form of communication in our culture that has developed and evolved over the years. We all learn to write according to a standard writing style at school, the ‘copy book’ that differs according to the temporal circumstances, geographical location and the historical and cultural background. Eventually, with the passage of time, we develop handwriting characteristics but our handwriting begins to deviate from the initially learned style. The writing differs depending on the circumstance, location, historical and cultural origin as presented in Figure 1.1. Thus, Handwriting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Germany</th>
<th>Chile</th>
<th>United States (Zaner Bloser)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A B C D E F G H J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z</td>
<td>Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz</td>
<td>Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1.1: Various code book styles common in Germany, Chile and US.

is not an innate neural function but it is learned over the years, as it evolves it becomes an action that does not need much active attention [10]. These unique characteristics help in differentiating the writing of an individual from
that of another, despite the fact that both texts share the same copybook style thus allowing the writer of a handwritten text to be identified [11].

From the view point of ancient manuscripts, such collections may present varied interests. They could, for instance, serve to study the form of writing and evolution of the style over the period of time which reflects the historical and cultural changes in the society. Familiarity with ligatures, abbreviations, individual letters, punctuation and how they have evolved has enabled the paleographers and historians in identifying the periods in which a manuscript is written (Figure 1.2).

Figure 1.2: Evolution of Greek Script from Phoenicians to Unical to Cursive and finally to Minuscule Script.

Handwriting is also known to disclose demographic details such as gender, age, nationality, and handedness etc. [12]. Hence, it can be used to achieve the objective of a paleographer that is to extract information from ancient manuscripts such as keyword search, characterizing writing styles, identification of scribes, and credibility of manuscripts. Such analysis also provides
potential applications for forensics. The identification of scribes carries significant importance as it can also be exploited to estimate the date and region in which the manuscript is produced by correlating with the ‘active’ period of the scribe [13].

A number of computerized solutions have been developed to assist the paleographers. For instance, the SPI (System for Paleographic Inspection) [14] software has been utilized by experts for their work in recent years. The tool compares and analyzes paleographic content morphologically. Such research may help a paleographer in inferring the origin of the manuscript, it is presumed that morphologically related documents could have been originated in the same cultural environment. This explicitly offers information on a manuscript that will be beneficial in identifying the scribe as well. Writer of a document can be categorized by capturing the writing style which is known to be specific for each individual. Writing style is typically exploited through a scale of observation that might be grapheme(character) level or global (page or paragraph) level. Textural features, for example, have been extensively employed to capture the writing style [15, 16, 17].

1.2 Challenges in Scribe Identification

Paleographers are particularly interested in tasks like identifying the scribe, determining the date and place of origin of a manuscript and so on. Such problems, naturally, require significant experience and domain knowledge. The writing style of every individual is exclusive. It is rarely possible for two people to have the same style of writing; even the same person cannot imitate their own handwriting. These variations in the handwriting patterns of different individuals are known as inter-class variability [18] while variation in ones own hand writing is known as intra-class variability [19] as shown in Figure 1.3.
Figure 1.3: The inter and intra-class variability found in text of three separate writers with different instances of ‘you’ written with varying tools.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Affine Transformations</th>
<th>Neuro-biomechanical</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>alpha</td>
<td>worm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alpha</td>
<td>worm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alpha</td>
<td>worm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alpha</td>
<td>worm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Allographic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ηi ηi ηi ηi</td>
<td>alpha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ηi ηi ηi ηi</td>
<td>alpha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ηi ηi ηi ηi</td>
<td>alpha</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1.4: Factors responsible for variation in handwriting.

Schomaker et al. [20] have identified four factors responsible for variations in handwriting (Figure 1.4). These are affine transforms (shear, rotation, translation, scaling, etc.), allographic variations (character shapes employed by a writer), neuro-biomechanical variability (variation depending on the scribe’s health, effort, and time), and sequencing variability (variable order of stroke production). Among these factors, the allographic variations provide the most
useful information for automatic writer recognition [21].

Historical manuscripts, particularly from the pre-print era are much more challenging. They contain rich information and provide useful insight into the past. Drawings, shapes, embellishments, letters, signatures, and dropcaps not only provide explicit information on the content but, diverse social and cultural attributes are also manifested in the style of writing and its evolution.

Historical manuscripts typically have noticeable writing visible from the back of the page known as bleeding. Drawings or embellishments, such as ink blobs, note lines have a significant effect on the performance of the algorithm. These artifacts might also be affected by the aging process, holes or rips in the parchment, contrast variations that make the text indecipherable in extreme cases. Therefore, this might hinder the analysis as the foreground/background segmentation becomes difficult to discern as revealed in Figure 1.5. Furthermore, there are uneven strokes due to the different tools used for writing thus, making writer identification a more difficult task. Another important factor is the medium on which writing is produced that has evolved (stone, clay, papyrus, parchment, paper, etc.) as presented in Figure 1.6 and each medium has its unique challenges.

Figure 1.5: Documents of GRK-Papyri Dataset suffering from severe damage.
Recently feature learning using deep ConvNets has been widely investigated to characterize the writer [22]. A major proportion of work on writer identification targets contemporary documents which do not offer the challenges encountered when dealing with ancient manuscripts. Noise removal, segmentation of text from the background, segmentation of handwriting into smaller units for feature extraction, etc. are a few of the challenges that hinder the direct application of many established writer identification methods to historical manuscripts.

1.3 Problem Statement

Scribe identification from offline images of handwriting is an interesting pattern classification problem that has been investigated for many decades. Despite significant research endeavors, the problem still remains challenging due to inter and intra-class variation found in handwriting. Handwriting is a reliable attribute in identifying the scribe. The volume of digitized data is growing and automated historical record analysis is becoming increasingly relevant. In many aspects, historical datasets differ from modern datasets where parameters are designed and evaluated, and hence techniques that are...
useful when handling modern datasets can not be directly used for historical data. The degradation of the writing medium also makes writer identification a more challenging task. This research aims to develop robust techniques to identify scribes from images of historical manuscripts. The goal is to exploit modern deep learning techniques and evaluate their performance on ancient manuscripts.

1.3.1 Research Questions

• Which pre-processing technique will address the degradation found in the dataset?

• How much text is eligible for writer characterization?

• What type of deep learning technique can be exploited for the problem at hand?

1.4 Key Contributions

The key contributions of the present study are listed in the following.

• Investigation of pre-processing techniques to segment handwriting from background in challenging degraded manuscripts.

• Writer characterization by studying the writing at two different scales of observation – small writing windows and patches around key points in writing

• Introduction of two-step fine-tuning of ConvNets where the models are first tuned on contemporary handwriting images and subsequently tuned on the small set of Greek handwriting on papyri.

• Validation of the proposed techniques on the benchmark collection the GRK-Papyri dataset; the reported identification rates outperforming the current state-of-the-art.
1.5 Thesis Organization

This document is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents the state-of-the-art methods used for scribe identification. We have outlined, approaches and also common benchmarking datasets. Chapter 3 describes the method that we have adopted in order to achieve the objectives along with the key concepts behind the approaches. Chapter 4 outlines the metrics used to test our methods, describes the experiments, presents the findings we obtained and their interpretation. Chapter 5 incorporates the concluding remarks and recommendations for future work.
CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

Despite the emergence of digital documents, the importance of handwritten documents has prevailed. A wide range of systems utilizing pattern recognition and computer image processing techniques have been proposed to solve the problems related to automated handwriting analysis and in identifying the writer of the document. Hence, in recent years, computerized analysis of ancient handwriting has gained significant attention from the document recognition community [23, 24, 25, 26]. In our study, we will survey the approaches proposed in the last few years, thanks to the increasing interest in this domain from the document analysis community. The scale of observation at which features are computed is also critical as features can be extracted from complete pages, small patches of handwriting, text lines, words, characters, or even graphemes. These units represent the different scales of observations at which the handwriting is analyzed.

As discussed in the introductory discussion, a recent trend in writer identification is to learn features from data, typically using ConvNets. In our discussion, we will be focusing more on machine learning-based methods for writer identification as they are known to outperform the conventional handcrafted features. Readers interested in comprehensive reviews on this problem can find details in the relevant survey papers [27, 28, 12].
2.1 Writer Identification in Contemporary Documents

From the perspective of feature learning, ConvNets are either trained from scratch or pre-trained models are adapted to writer identification problem using transfer learning. Rehman et al. [23], for instance, employed the well-known AlexNet [29] architecture pre-trained on ImageNet [30] dataset as feature extractor. Handwriting images were fed to the trained model and extracted features were fed to a Support Vector Machine (SVM) for classification. In another deep learning-based solution, Xing & Qiao [24] introduced a deep multi-stream CNN termed as DeepWriter. Small patches of handwriting were fed as input to the network that was trained with softmax classification. Experiments on English and Chinese writing samples report high identification rates. Authors also demonstrated that joint training on both scripts leads to better performances.

Among other significant contributions, He et al. [31] proposed a deep neural network (FragNet) for scribe identification on single words or small text blocks of handwritten images. The proposed network was comprised of two pathways, a feature pyramid that extracts feature maps and the feature pathway to predict the writer. The method evaluated on four datasets namely IAM, CVL, Firemaker, CERUG-ER, and had reported promising results. Kumar et al. [32] proposed an optimal CNN model for the identification of writer on Indic languages. The results were computed at word and document levels. Tang & Wu [33] employed a CNN for feature extraction and the joint Bayesian technique for the identification of writers. In order to augment the size of training data, writing samples were split into words, and their random combinations were used to produce text lines. The technique was evaluated through an experimental study on the ICDAR2013 and the CVL dataset and Top-1 identification rates of more than 99% were reported in different experiments.
In another similar work, writer identification was carried out from Japanese handwritten characters using an AlexNet as the pre-trained model [34]. Subsequently, Fiel et al. [35] mapped handwriting images to feature vectors using a CNN and carried out identification using the nearest neighbor classifier. Christlein et al. [25] investigated unsupervised feature learning using SIFT descriptors and a residual network. The method was evaluated on ICDAR2017 and CLAMM16. Likewise, in [36], the authors employed a semi-supervised learning approach with ResNet. Weighted Label Smoothing Regularization (WLSR) was introduced to regulate the unlabeled data. Words in the CVL dataset were used as the original data while IAM words as the unlabeled set of data in the experimental study.

Among other studies on this problem, Keglevic et al. [26] proposed to learn the similarity between handwriting patches using a triplet network. The network was trained by minimizing the intra-class and maximizing the inter-class distances and the writing patches were represented by the learned features. He et al. [17] proposed a multitask learning method focused on a deep adaptive technique for writer identification from single word handwritten images. The re-usability of features derived for auxiliary tasks in the identification of writers was analyzed in this study. A new adaptive layer in CNN was introduced for exploiting deep features that enhanced the accuracy of the deep adaptive method as compared to simple adaptive and non-adaptive methods. Ino et al. [37] proposed an end-to-end approach, initially, a ConvNet was trained to extract local features that reflect the characteristics of individual handwriting in the whole character images and their sub-regions. Subsequently, from the training set randomly sampled image tuples were used to train the ConvNet and the local features that were extracted from the tuples were aggregated to form global features. This process was repeated for each training epoch.
Vincent et al. [38] proposed the use of CNN activation functionality as a local author recognition descriptor. A global descriptor was then obtained by Gaussian Mixture Model super-vector encoding and normalization with the KL-Kernel was also used for further improvement. In another work [39], authors presented an approach for offline text-independent writer identification focusing on the combination of the deep and traditional features. The authors also proposed deep architecture, an extended version of ResNet in which auxiliary information of handwriting thickness descriptor (HTD) was also added. In [40], authors extracted the patches from the handwritten images, and employed the hand-crafted descriptors to generate the local features. These features were assembled to form a description matrix. The vector of locally aggregated descriptors (VLAD) encoding was applied to the description matrix to extract a 1-D feature vector that represents the writer's writing patterns. A relatively recent trend was to exploit hyper-spectral imaging to capture handwriting images, mainly for forensic applications. Authors in [41], for example, demonstrated the effectiveness of employing multiple spectral responses of a single-pixel to characterize the writer. These responses were fed to a CNN to identify the writer. Experiments on the UWA Writing Inks hyper-spectral Images (WIHSI) dataset revealed that the potential of this interesting area for forensic and retrieval applications.

2.2 Writer Identification on Historical Documents

From the perspective of writer identification in historical manuscripts, as opposed to contemporary documents the literature is relatively limited [42, 43]. In some cases, standard writer identification techniques have also been adapted for historical manuscripts [44]. Recent work was reported in [45] that targets writer identification in medieval manuscripts (Avila Bible). Transfer learning was employed to detect text lines (rows) from images and the writer against
each line was identified. Majority voting was subsequently applied on the row-wise decisions to assign a writer to the corresponding page and, page-level accuracy of more than 96% was reported. Sutler et al. [46] presented a comprehensive empirical study to investigate the performance of multiple pre-trained CNNs on analysis of historical manuscripts. The networks were investigated for problems like character recognition, dating, scribe identification, and handwriting style classification.

In other similar works, Cilia et al. [47] proposed a two-step transfer learning-based system to identify writers from historical manuscripts. The text rows in images were first extracted using an object detection system based on MobileNet. The CNN pre-trained on ImageNet was subsequently employed for writer identification on digitized images from a Bible of the XII century. Likewise, Mohammed et al. [48] adapted a known writer identification method (Local Naïve Bayes Nearest-Neighbour classifier [49]) for degraded documents and demonstrate high identification rates on 100 pages from the Stiftsbibliothek library of St. Gall collection [50]. The same technique was applied to the GRK-Papyri dataset [1] with FAST keypoints and reported a low identification rate of 30% (using a leave-one-out evaluation protocol).

In [51], the first-line projection was used to address the rotation problem, and images were then binarized using U-Net [52]. Later, two different feature extractors were used, SIFT [53] and pathlets. SIFT was used to extract junctions and corners while pathlet extracted the path of shapes. These features were explicitly encoded using VLAD, preceded by L2 normalization and dimensionality reduction. As a result, two global vectors were obtained which were concatenated as final style representation for writer identification. In [54] the textural information in handwriting was captured using a combination of oriented Basic Image Features (oBIFs) at different scales. The classification
was carried out using the distance metrics which were combined to arrive at a final decision. An accuracy of 77.39% on ICDAR 2017 Historical WI dataset was achieved. Chammas et al. in [55] proposed to use SIFT technique to extract patches. These patches were then fed to a CNN (ResNet-20) for training. Later the results were encoded using multi-VLAD (with 5 layers) and exemplar SVM was applied to compare the results. The experimental study was carried on ICDAR2019 HDRC-IR dataset and 96.9% accuracy was achieved.

In [56] SIFT was used to extract features along with principle component analysis for dimensionality reduction, resulting in a visual vocabulary. The features were clustered using a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) and classified by Fisher kernel. In another work, Wang et al. [57], employed ResNet-50 for feature extraction, and introduced an optimized residual layer to obtain global descriptors. The study was carried on the ICDAR2017 (Historical-WI) dataset and reported a 72.4% identification rate.

2.3 Critical Analysis

A summarized overview of the notable writer identification techniques for contemporary and historical documents is presented in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2 respectively. A critical review of these methods reveals that features learned using ConvNets are known to outperform the conventional hand-crafted features. In recent years, researchers have followed a typical methodological flow of extracting random patches and then feeding them to convolutional neural networks. Networks are either trained from scratch or fine-tuned to the given dataset. A number of researchers have also explored the impact of the scale of observation. To achieve this, different segmentation techniques to extract words or lines have been employed while some studies have utilized feature extractors such as SIFT, oBIFs, etc. to study the discriminative property of writing patterns that might be more informative.
A major challenge in the analysis of handwritten documents is ground-truth creation. A paleographic analysis of large datasets is time-consuming hence labeled historical data remain scarce. Consequently, contributions made to computerized analysis of historical documents are limited. Furthermore, due to the challenging nature of images, as opposed to contemporary documents, the writer identification rates on an ancient manuscript offer a significant margin of improvement. Many studies are focused on fine-tuning of CNNs by employing the pre-trained ConvNets on the datasets. Moreover, CNN’s are also used as feature extractors, and then these features are fed to another classifier. Historical documents are very different when compared to the natural images found in the ImageNet dataset. Therefore, training a model on ImageNet for historical document analysis may not be very useful [47, 45].

In addition, due to the complexity of historical documents, many of the methods that are known to perform well on contemporary datasets may not work well with ancient documents and significant pre-processing is required. The technique in [48] for instance, that reports high identification rates on contemporary documents, does not perform well on the papyrus dataset. The problem of writer identification in historical documents hence remains an open problem due to a wide variety of challenges such as inter and intra-class variability, changing of writing style with age, etc. All these problems increase the challenge ten folds due to the degradation found in historical datasets especially those that are written before the pre-print era for example on leaves, papyrus, etc.
Table 2.1: An overview on the Writer identification in Contemporary Documents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Result</th>
<th>Limitations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[23], 2019</td>
<td>Sliding window (Patches) *</td>
<td>AlexNet*</td>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>QWIU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[24], 2016</td>
<td>Sliding window (Patches) *</td>
<td>DeepWriter (CNN)</td>
<td>IAM</td>
<td>99.01%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[25], 2017</td>
<td>SIPT</td>
<td>Unsupervised Exemplar SVM</td>
<td>ICDAR2017</td>
<td>88.90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[31], 2020</td>
<td>Sliding window (Patches) *</td>
<td>FragNet (CNN)</td>
<td>IAM</td>
<td>85.10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[32], 2016</td>
<td>Sliding window (Patches) *</td>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>Joint Bayesian</td>
<td>ICDAR2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[33], 2015</td>
<td>Sliding window (Patches) *</td>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>ICDAR2013</td>
<td>88.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[34], 2018</td>
<td>SIPT</td>
<td>VLAD Encoding</td>
<td>ICDAR2013</td>
<td>Precision: 86.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[35], 2019</td>
<td>Line Segmentation</td>
<td>Semi-Supervised ResNet50</td>
<td>CVL</td>
<td>99.20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[36], 2020</td>
<td>Handwritten Thickness Descriptor (HTD)</td>
<td>ResNet</td>
<td>IAM</td>
<td>97.50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Features that might perform better with recent pre-trained models.
Table 2.2: An overview on the Writer identification methods for Historical Documents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Result</th>
<th>Limitations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[45], 2020</td>
<td>Row Detector</td>
<td>VGG19</td>
<td>Avila Bible</td>
<td>96.48% on InceptionV3</td>
<td>Performance of model varies from dataset to dataset.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MobileNetV2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ResNet50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>InceptionV3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Single Shot Detector(SSID)</td>
<td>InceptionResNetV2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NasNet Large</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[46], 2019</td>
<td>Row Detector</td>
<td>VGG19</td>
<td>ICDAR2017 (Historical-WI)</td>
<td>DenseNet121 yield highest Precision= 34.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>InceptionV3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ResNet152</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DenseNet121</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[48], 2018</td>
<td>FAST keypoints</td>
<td>NLNBNN</td>
<td>St. Gall</td>
<td>85.60%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[51], 2020</td>
<td>Pathlet</td>
<td>Dimensionality</td>
<td>ICDAR2017 (Historical-WI)</td>
<td>90.10%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reduction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SIFT</td>
<td>ICDAR2019 (HDRC-IR)</td>
<td>97.40%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>VLAD Encoding</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[57], 2021</td>
<td>sBIFs</td>
<td>ResNet50</td>
<td>ICDAR2017 (Historical-WI)</td>
<td>72.4%</td>
<td>Target and the source the dataset model is trained at is not considered.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[54], 2018</td>
<td>sBIFs</td>
<td>Distance Metrics</td>
<td>ICDAR2017 (Historical-WI)</td>
<td>77.30%</td>
<td>VLAD Encoding of the features might have increase the identification rate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[55], 2020</td>
<td>SIFT</td>
<td>ResNet50</td>
<td>ICDAR2019 (HDRC-IR)</td>
<td>96.60%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.4 Benchmarking Datasets

In any research domain, the availability of datasets is one of the key requirements for the development and analysis of methods and the same is true for handwriting and writer identification. Over the last few years, the comparison of various methods attracted significant attention particularly from the writer identification community which led to the labeling of more data. In this section, the datasets that are used by state of the art to evaluate their approaches have been reviewed.

- **ICDAR2013 Dataset**: This dataset is collected for the writer identification competition held in conjunction with the 12th International Conference on Document Analysis and Recognition (ICDAR) [58]. It consists of images of handwritten samples by 250 writers in English and Greek. Each writer provided four samples of the text of which two are in English and two in Greek making a total of 1000 samples in the dataset. Figure 2.1 shows sample pages from the dataset.

Figure 2.1: Writing sample of a scribe in English and Greek (ICDAR2013).

- **ICDAR2017 Dataset**: The Competition on Historical Document Writer Identification (Historical-WI) [59] organized by ICDAR 2017 introduced another dataset for scribe identification. There are 4782 sample images from 1114 different writers in the dataset. Documents from the digital archive of the Universitätsbibliothek Basel dating from the thirteenth to the twentieth Century are split into train and test sets. There are five
images per writer out of which three images are for training and two for training. Sample images from the dataset are presented in Figure 2.2.

![Image samples from ICDAR2017 (Historical-WI) dataset.](image)

Figure 2.2: Image samples from ICDAR2017 (Historical-WI) dataset.

- **ICDAR2019 Dataset:** This dataset focuses primarily on writers of books written in the Middle Ages of Europe particularly from the ninth to the fifteenth century BC [60]. It includes 300 writers who contributed 1 page, 100 writers who contributed 3 pages, and 120 writers who contributed 5 pages, which resulted in 1,200 photos of 520 writers. The test dataset consists of 20,000 different images, where the number of samples varies from one to five samples per writer, most of the images are of the charters that are taken from Monasterium repositories.

![Example of images from the Monasterium repositories (ICDAR2019 (HDRC-IR)).](image)

Figure 2.3: Example of images from the Monasterium repositories (ICDAR2019 (HDRC-IR)).
• **DIVA-HisDB Dataset:** For several tasks including layout-analysis, text-line segmentation, and writer recognition, DIVA-HisDB [61] a precise and annotated dataset of challenging medieval manuscripts is proposed. The database consists of 150 annotated pages with challenging formats from three different medieval manuscripts. It is a compilation of three medieval manuscripts selected, together with partners from e-codices and the Faculty of Humanities at the University of Fribourg, for the complexity of their style/layout.

![Figure 2.4: Image sample of two writers from the Medieval manuscripts.](image)

• **St.Gall Dataset:** The archive of Saint Gall [62] is based on the Medieval Ninth Century Latin manuscript containing the hagiography of Vita Sancti Gaulli written by Walafrid Strabo. A manual copy of the work is placed in the Abbey Library of Saint Gall, Switzerland. It is written in the Carolingian script with ink on Parchment with a (probably) single experienced hand. Currently, there are 60 manuscript pages in the database.
• **Avila Bible** This bible [63] is written in Italy by at least nine scribes in the third decade of the twelfth century, is sent to Spain, where its decoration and text are completed by local scribes. Later, in the 15th century, the additions are made by another copyist to adapt the textual sequence to the modern liturgical sequence.

**Figure 2.5:** Some of the image samples from St. Gall dataset.

**Figure 2.6:** Example images from Avila Bible.

• **IAM Dataset:** IAM database [64] is initially proposed to evaluate the performance of handwritten text recognition. The initial version of the dataset comprised 1066 samples from 400 writers. But later extended to 1539 pages written by 657 writers out of which 356 writers contributed only one page while the remaining 301 wrote between two and sixty pages. The writing samples are also divided into text lines with a total
of 13353 lines and an average of fourteen lines per writer.

Figure 2.7: Sample of one of the writer from IAM database.

- **ClaMM16** The dataset is compiled for the ICFHR2016 competition on medieval handwriting classification [65]. There are 3000 pictures of Latin scripts from the handwritten books of 500 to 1600 CE. The dataset is divided into two thousand training and one thousand test images. The task is to automatically classify the test images into one of twelve Latin script types.

Figure 2.8: Samples of three different writers from the ClaMM dataset.

- **QUWI Dataset:** This dataset [66] includes both Arabic and English handwriting and can be used to study the performance of offline writer identification systems. It contains handwritten documents of 1,017 volunteers of varying ages, nationalities, genders, and educational backgrounds. Writers are asked to copy a specific text and generate random text that would allow the dataset to be used for both text-dependent and text-independent author identification tasks.
• **CVL Dataset:** This is a public database for Writer Retrieval, Writer Identification and Word spotting [67]. A total of 310 writers participated in the dataset. 27 of which wrote 7 texts and 283 writers has to write 5 texts. The CVL database consists of pictures that have been selected from literature with German and English cursively written texts.

• **JEITA-HP:** The corpus is initially compiled by Hewlett-Packard Japan and subsequently published by JEITA (Japan Electronics and Information Technology Association) [68]. It includes character images of 580 writers, including 480 writers in DATASET-A and 100 writers in DATASET-B writers. In principle, each writer’s dataset includes 3,306 photos of 3,214 categories in which each Kanji character is written once, while each Kana/alphanumeric is written twice.
• **Firemaker**: The dataset Firemaker [69] consists of a handwritten Dutch text by 251 students. Every student wrote four separate pages. A page with specified text in natural handwriting, specified text in upper case handwriting, specified text in ‘forged’ handwriting; and free text in natural handwriting. The handwriting pages contain a Dutch text with 612 alphanumeric characters in the upper-case script.

### 2.5 Summary

This chapter presented an overview of the techniques presented for the identification of scribes from handwritten images written in different languages. As a function of the type of documents, the study is organized into contemporary and historical documents. In recent years, high identification rates are reported on modern documents while from the perspective of ancient documents researchers are still exploring different techniques. Relatively higher identification rates are reported on documents that belong to the era of the 15th century or later but documents produced earlier than that suffer from severe degradations as they are written on materials such as palm leaves, papyrus, etc. thus, seems much more challenging.
CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

In the preceding chapter, significant contributions in the field of writer identification both in contemporary and historical documents in the last two decades were discussed. As the previous studies indicate, ancient documents have very different image properties thus they require a substantial amount of pre-processing as they suffer from severe degradation such as bleeds rips, holes, etc. These problems have been differently addressed by different researchers. Authors in [70] for example use an image enhancement technique like CLAHE. Likewise, few studies employed Otsu binarization for ancient dead sea scrolls [71]. In our study, we start by enhancing the images and later experimented with various techniques for background and foreground segmentation. Once we achieved satisfactory results on the images, we proceeded to prepare the data for training by extracting the patches from the images. An important choice here is that how much information is sufficient to characterize the writer. It is difficult to determine how much text is optimal for writer identification [72]. Especially, ancient documents pose additional complexity and it is challenging to determine the window size for the patch extraction. Furthermore, we also investigated the effectiveness of small fragments that are extracted from the handwritten image by employing the FAST corner detector. Later the prepared data is fed to pre-trained convolutional neural networks for training. The approach primarily relies on characterizing patches of hand-
writing using machine-learned features in a two-step fine-tuning process. The scribe is identified on the basis of majority voting.

Figure 3.1: An Overview of Key processing Steps in the System.

We now present the details of the proposed method for the characterization of scribes from the challenging papyrus handwriting. We first introduced the dataset employed in our study followed by the details of pre-processing, data preparation, and writer identification through ConvNets. An overview of the key steps is presented in Figure 3.1 while each of these steps is discussed in detail in the subsequent sections.

3.1 Dataset

The experimental study of the system is carried out on the GRK-Papyri dataset presented in [1]. The dataset consists of 50 handwriting samples of 10 different scribes on papyri. All writings are in Greek and come from the 6th century A.D. The dataset has been made available for research along with
the ground truth information of writers. Sample images from the dataset are shown in Figure 3.2.

![Figure 3.2: Sample Images of GRK-Papyri Dataset [1].](image)

All images are digitized as JPEGs and height of images varies from 796 to 6818 pixels while the width values are in the range 177 to 7938 pixels. The DPI also varies from a minimum of 96 to a maximum of 2000. Few of the images are digitized as gray scale with others are three channel RGB images. The samples suffer from severe degradation including low contrast, holes and glass reflection etc. (Figure 3.2). The background contains papyrus fibers with varying sizes and frequencies adding further complexity from the perspective of automated processing. The samples are not uniformly distributed across the 10 scribes and the number varies from 4 to 7 samples per writer as presented in Table 3.1.

### 3.2 Pre-Processing

The primary objective of pre-processing is to improve the image quality by suppressing unwanted distortions and enhance image features that are important for further processing. Despite advanced photography and scanning equipment available, natural aging and perpetual deterioration often render many historical document images unreadable. The aging of these documents
Table 3.1: Distribution of samples per writer in the GRK-Papyri dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Writer ID</th>
<th>Samples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abraamios</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andreas</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dioscorus</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hermauos</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isak</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyros1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyros3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Menas</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilatos</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victor</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

has led to the deterioration of the writing media employed, due to factors like seepage of ink, smearing along the cracks, damage to the papyrus due to holes used for binding the manuscript leaves, and other extraneous factors such as dirt and discoloration. In order to suitably preserve these fragile materials, digital images are captured using high definition digital cameras in presence of an appropriate light source instead of scanners. Digitizing Papyrus manuscripts pose a variety of problems. They cannot be forced flat and the light source used for digital cameras is usually uneven and the very process of capturing a digital image introduces many complications. These factors lead to poor contrast between the background and the foreground text. Therefore, innovative digital image processing techniques are necessary to improve the
legibility of the manuscripts. To sum up, historical document images pose several challenges to pre-processing algorithms, namely low contrast, non-uniform illumination, noise, scratches, holes, etc. Hence, Prior to feeding the images for feature extraction, we need to process the images. Since the dataset comprises both colored and grayscale images with diverse backgrounds of papyrus fiber, directly feeding raw images may lead to learning features that could be linked with the background information rather than handwriting. We therefore first convert all images to grayscale and use the image enhancement technique to improve the quality of the image to yield better performance. We first apply CLAHE on the grayscale image followed by different binarization techniques as elaborated in the following.

### 3.2.1 CLAHE

The modified version of the Adaptive Histogram Equalisation (AHE) is known as Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalisation (CLAHE) [73]. AHE has a disadvantage over CLAHE as it amplifies the noise. In CLAHE, this is reduced by defining a threshold, called clip limit that clips the histogram, before calculating the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF). The comparison is presented in Figure 3.3.

![Figure 3.3: Comparison of image from dataset image before and after the implementation of CLAHE](image)

Figure 3.3: Comparison of image from dataset image before and after the implementation of CLAHE
Furthermore, we have also pre-processed images in different ways to investigate which of the representations would be optimal. These include:

- Binarization using adaptive (Sauvola [74]) thresholding.
- Application of Canny edge detector to preserve edges of writing strokes only.
- Edge detection on adaptively binarized images.
- Binarization of images using a recent deep learning based technique – DeepOtsu [75].

The output images resulting from these different types of processing are illustrated in Figure 3.4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Edge Detection</th>
<th>Edge Detection on Binarized images</th>
<th>Adaptive Binarization</th>
<th>Deep Otsu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Edge Detection Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Edge Detection on Binarized Images" /></td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Adaptive Binarization" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Deep Otsu" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.4: Output images resulting from different types of pre-processing.

### 3.2.2 Binarization using Adaptive Thresholding

Binarization is another important aspect in document image pre-processing where an input colored or a gray level image is transformed into a black and white image. This task is also performed to minimize the effect of physical document degradation. The binarization method distinguishes the content of the document from the noise by classifying each pixel as either foreground or
background. Sauvola [74] presented a local thresholding technique that is useful for images where the context is not uniform, particularly for the recognition of text. Instead of computing a single global threshold for the entire image, multiple thresholds are computed for each pixel that takes into account the mean and standard deviation of the local neighborhood (defined by a window centered around the pixel). Furthermore, two new algorithms are used to determine the local threshold for each pixel. The soft decision control algorithm is used for thresholding background and local mean and variance of the gray values are applied to the textual region. Object contours and image information are better preserved by local thresholds, but it is also much more sensitive to noise. The threshold for each window is calculated as follows:

\[ T(i, j) = \mu \left[ 1 + k \left( \frac{\sigma}{R} \right) - 1 \right] \]  

(3.1)

Where, \( R \) is the dynamic range of the standard deviation \( \sigma \) of the window and the parameter \( k \) takes positive values in the interval \([0.2, 0.5]\) while \( \mu \) is the mean. The value of \( k \) and window size will have significant effect on the quality of image but \( R \) will have very little effect.

### 3.2.3 Canny Edge Detection

John Canny introduced an edge detection method [76] and since then it has been one of the most widely used edge detection techniques. The detection is based on the premise that the intensity at the edges is high in the images. In the algorithm, first, the noise is minimized by employing the Gaussian filter to smooth images.

\[ g(m, n) = G_\sigma(m, n) + f(m, n) \text{ where, } G_\sigma = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2 \times \pi \sigma^2}} \exp \left( -\frac{m^2 + n^2}{2\sigma^2} \right) \]  

(3.2)

Then gradient computation is achieved by computing the rate of change of intensity \( (g(m, n)) \) along the path of the gradient to obtain:
\[ M(n, n) = \sqrt{g_n^2(m, n) + g_n^2(m, n)} \] (3.3)

and

\[ \theta(n, n) = \tan^{-1}\left[ \frac{g_n(n, n)}{g_r(m, n)} \right]. \] (3.4)

At each pixel location, pixels on the chosen threshold \( T \) are compared to pick the local maxima in a neighborhood of \( 3 \times 3 \) along the path of gradients. This process is known as non-maxima suppression. As a result, thin, yet broken edges are formed. These broken edges are connected by using a hysteresis threshold. There are two thresholds for hysteresis thresholding: high and low thresholds. The gradient value of the pixel is higher than the high threshold then kept as an edge. But if the gradient value of pixel lies between the high and low threshold then the pixels are assessed for probable connection to the edge, if linked then kept otherwise discarded. While if the gradient value of the pixel below the low threshold then they are discarded.

### 3.2.4 Edge Detection on Adaptively Binarized Images

We also experimented by employing Canny edge detection on the image that is binarized by adaptive thresholding technique. The motivation is that since after binarization we still encountered noise in the images, so by employing the edge detection technique we wanted to lessen the noise as this algorithm detects edges and seems to discard pixels with lower gradient.

### 3.2.5 Deep Otsu

Unlike the traditional approaches in which the binary label of each pixel is predicted on the input image, in Deep Otsu [75] a neural network is trained...
to learn the degradations in document images and generate the uniform images, which enables the network to enhance the output iteratively. Firstly, we provide the CNN model with our degraded input image, which learns the relationships in the image and provides an output image. Secondly, that image data from CNN is added to the degraded input image to get the final output. Thirdly, we again send this output as an input to the CNN and repeat the process. This procedure of iteratively learning the relationships and providing incremental outputs as inputs helps the model to learn the ‘Ground-Truth’ of the image data. That ground truth is the degradation present in the image.

\[ x = x_u + e \] (3.5)

The \( x \) is the input image, \( x_u \) is the ground truth which is the uniform image without degradation and \( e \) represents the degradation in the image. When the model learns the relationships for the image \( x_u \), we again give this output as an input to the model, where it again tries to learn according to the features present and thus, removes out the errors which are not representable using the new input image. This iterative procedure removes the error data from the input image giving us a candidate that can be used easily with Otsu thresholding thus, giving us the binarized image. The model used here for CNN is the U-net model (Contraction then Expansion model). Basically, we contract the features first, and then using up convolution we expand the data thus, keeping the most significant relationships in the image. This, in turn, gives us the actual features of the image and removes the degradation when used iteratively using the two iterative techniques. Recurrent refining is basically, recursively setting the output as input for some number of times to the same CNN model. This is quite useful when you have fewer features in your image and your images are not so complex. Stacked Refining uses different CNN models, thus, each model can learn different features when you have lots of important features in your image and can also refine the data much more
efficiently as each model can be trained in a different way for weighing different features and degradation. Later, Otsu Global threshold employed for binarization.

3.3 Data Preparation

The division of handwriting is an important step as a ‘good’ division would allow exploiting most of the redundancy in writing [72]. We investigate two different methods to divide handwriting for feature extraction. These are discussed in the following.

3.3.1 Patch level

At first, we divide the handwriting image into fixed-sized windows using dense sampling. Ideally, the window size should be adjusted according to the writing details (e.g. ink thickness, character height, etc.). Moreover, when employing pre-trained ConvNets in a transfer learning framework (fine-tuning them on the target dataset), the resolution of images must match the input expected at the network. Naturally, resizing the complete page to a small square and feeding it to a network is not very meaningful as not only all writer-specific information is likely to be lost but the aspect ratio is also highly disturbed.

![Figure 3.5: Dense Sampling Sample from the image in Dataset.](image-url)
We, therefore, carry out a dense sampling of the complete image using overlapping ‘n’ size squared windows as presented in Figure 3.5. The size of the window determines the scale of observation and extracting square windows ensures that the aspect ratio is not disturbed once the extracted patches are resized to match the input layer of pre-trained ConvNet.

![Figure 3.6: Patches extracted from a Binarized image in the Dataset.](image)

Few patches of size $512 \times 512$ extracted from one of the images in the dataset presented in Figure 3.6. The size should be large enough to provide ample of information on the writer’s style and small enough to ensure good performance in identifying the writer as represented in Figure 3.7.

![Figure 3.7: Different Size of Patches extracted from a Binarized image in the Dataset.](image)
3.3.2 Fragment Level

It is known that all characters and their combinations are not equally discriminative to characterize the writer. Moreover, recently the research focus for writer identification has moved towards the unique patterns found in an individual’s handwriting. When a person writes, some alike characters especially in cursive handwriting are produced more or less by similar hand motions as illustrated in Figure 3.8.

![Figure 3.8: Different characters exhibiting Discriminative property.](image)

(a) Characters g, y  
(b) Characters h, f, k

Also, feeding compressed but informative patches could be more effective than random patches having more information. Therefore, we have also chosen to assess another technique that is to first extract keypoints in handwriting, and then using these keypoints as centres, we extract small patches around them. Extraction of key points has proved to be effective for writer identification in a number of studies [56, 55, 35]. Typically, key points represent the locations where the boundary of the object changes the direction abruptly. Likewise, the intersection between several edge segments are also potential keypoints. In this study, we have employed FAST [54] extract keypoints.
Features from accelerated segment test (FAST) is proposed in [54]. The method decides that whether a pixel in an image can be considered as a key point by evaluating the circular region around it. The technique chooses a candidate point $p$ with an intensity $I_p$ selecting a threshold value $t$. It can be computationally expensive to determine the difference of 16 pixels for every pixel in an image. Hence, to address this problem enhance version of the is detector is employed that takes the value of four points (1, 5, 9, and 13). If two or more of these four points do not satisfy the condition greater than $I_p + t$ or less than $I_p - t$ then the point is rejected. Points for which at least three out of four points satisfy the condition can be the candidate keypoint for which subsequent points are checked.

A major drawback of this technique is that it detects a large number of keypoints that are very close to one another. To tackle this problem, non-maxima suppression is applied, to keep the high response points only. We then compute the sum of differences between the intensities of the 16 neighboring pixels and $I_p$. The scores of neighboring candidate key points are compared and the one with the lower score is eliminated. Once the keypoints are determined we extract $50 \times 50$ centered around the key points. These patches are subsequently employed as an input to the CNN as discussed in the next section.
3.4 Training and Recognition

As discussed earlier, we employ ConvNets for feature extraction and subsequent classification. The classical framework for holistic recognition techniques involves freezing the initial layers and fine-tuning later layers of pre-trained ConvNets. In the following sections, we first present an overview of CNN’s followed by a discussion on how we adapt them to our problem.

3.4.1 Convolutional Neural Network

Convolutional Neural Networks has been presented in the 1990s for the first time. The research community did not pay much attention to them as they required large datasets and high-performance computing machines which were not available at that time. CNN gained attention with the availability of graphical processing units and large datasets like ImageNet [30]. Today, CNN represents state-of-the-art feature extractors and classifiers. They have outperformed conventional techniques on a number of recognition problems. A typical CNN includes convolutional and pooling layers followed by fully connected layer(s) as illustrated in Figure 3.10. For completeness, these layers are briefly discussed in the following.

Figure 3.10: CNN block diagram.
• **Convolutional layer:** is probably the most important layer in a deep neural network. The convolution of an image with a given filter is a feature extractor. In the initial layers, these features could be edges at different orientations or curves, etc. In the deeper layers, convolution is applied on the output map of the previous layer hence they extract high-level features that are generally domain specific. The number and size of the filter in each layer may vary. The size of output volume at each layer is a function of three hyperparameters, stride, depth, and padding. Stride refers to the jump of a filter on both horizontal and vertical direction after every convolution, the total number of filters in a layer refers to depth while the number of rows and columns added at the border of the input image to complete convolution operation is called padding.

• **Pooling Layer:** is also known as the downsampling layer. This layer serves to reduce the number of parameters as well as over-fitting. Max pooling, average pooling, and L2-norm pooling are the commonly employed techniques in this layer, max-pooling being the most popular. The idea of pooling is to consider a small neighborhood (for example $2 \times 2$) and replace the neighborhood with a single value (for example the maximum).

• **Fully Connected Layer:** Features calculated by the sequence of convolutional and pooling layers are given as input to one or more fully connected layers which act as a classifier. The final layer has neurons equal to the number of classes and each neuron is expected to fire once the network is presented with an example of the corresponding class.
3.4.2 CNN’s and Transfer Learning

As discussed in the earlier sections, deep ConvNets have become the gold standard for feature extraction as well as classification. Designing a new architecture and training CNNs from scratch for every problem, however, is neither required nor feasible. In most cases, architectures and weights of ConvNets can be borrowed from those trained on millions of images and made publicly available by the research community. This concept is commonly termed transfer learning and has been successfully applied to a number of recognition tasks. Transfer learning can be implemented either by fine-tuning or using the ConVets as a feature extractor. Each of these is briefly discussed in the following.

- **Feature Extraction:** A common practice is to use the pre-trained CNN only as feature extractor use a different classifier to classify the objects under study. In such cases, the fully connected classification layers are discarded, and features extracted from the last layer of the pre-trained model are fed to the desired classifier.

- **Fine Tuning:** In fine-tuning, generally, a pre-trained network is adapted to a new dataset by continuing the backpropagation on the new dataset and replacing the last layer to match the new dataset. In some cases, the weights of initial layers are frozen as the earlier layer are meant to compute low-level features which can be common across different datasets. It is also common to use a smaller learning rate while continuing backpropagation.

3.5 Transfer Learning for Scribe identification

In our study, we employ the pre-trained ConvNets by fine-tuning them to our problem. More specifically, we employ three standard architectures namely VGG16 [29], InceptionV3 [77] and ResNet50 [78].
3.5.1 Two-step Fine Tuning

An important consideration in adapting ConvNets for feature extraction and classification is the similarity of source and target datasets. It is important to mention that most publicly available models are trained on the ImageNet [30] dataset. Since we deal with handwriting images that are different from the images in the ImageNet dataset, we employ a two-step fine-tuning. First, we fine-tune the networks using the IAM handwriting dataset [64] which contains writing samples of more than 650 writers. Although these are contemporary samples and do not offer the same challenges as those encountered in historical documents, nevertheless, since these images contain handwriting, we expect an enhanced feature learning. Once the networks are fine-tuned on IAM handwriting samples, we further tune them on the writing patches in our papyri dataset. The softmax layer of the final network is changed to match 10 scribes in our problem. The employed networks are briefly outlined in the following.

- **VGG16**: is one of the classic deep neural network architectures which is proposed by Karen Simonyan and Andrew Zisserman from the University of Oxford. In 2014, this architecture is evaluated on ImageNet dataset which is compiled for ImageNet Challenge and reported 92.7% Top-5 test accuracy. The major improvements found in this architecture, as compared to AlexNet, included the replacement of large filters of sizes 11 and 5 in the first and second convolutional layers, respectively with multiple filters of $3 \times 3$ one after another. The architecture of the model is presented in Figure 3.11.

- **InceptionV3**: is a well-known convolutional neural network and is the third version of GoogleNet [79] which is widely used in object detection
and image analysis. The network has 48 layers in total. The model contains symmetric and asymmetric building blocks that include factorized $7 \times 7$ convolutions, label smoothing, and an auxiliary classifier that is used as a regularizer along with average pooling. Batch Normalization is also used extensively throughout the model and also applied to activation inputs. These changes in the architecture have minimized the error rate. The model of the architecture in Figure 3.12.

- **ResNet**: Deeper networks are capable of learning more complex input representations and functions. However, some of the research found that adding more layers has an adverse effect on the performance of the model.
known as degradation problem [78]. This problem is resolved by adding residual blocks in which intermediate layers learn a residual function (unique and new feature map) with reference to the input of the block. It can be regarded as a refinement step, if it is no longer needed then intermediate layers gradually learn to adjust the weight towards zero such, residual block represents an identity function. There are different versions of ResNet, including ResNet-18, ResNet-34, ResNet-50, and so on.

In our study, we have employed ResNet-34 and ResNet-50 to analyze how the model evolves if the model is shallower or deep. ResNet34 network uses a 34-layer plain network architecture inspired by VGG-19 in which then the shortcut connections are added. These shortcut connections then convert the architecture into the residual network as shown in the Figure 3.13b. As opposed to the version of ResNet34, in ResNet50 the shortcut connections have skipped three layers and also $1 \times 1$ convolution layers added as illustrated in Figure 3.13a.
Figure 3.13: Difference Between Two Variants of ResNet Architecture.

(a) Architecture of ResNet50

(b) Architecture of ResNet-34
Table 3.2: Summary of Pre-trained ConvNets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Contribution</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>VGG16</td>
<td>Homogeneous Topology</td>
<td>138M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Small Size Kernels</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Handle the Problem of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>representational Bottleneck</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Replaced Large kernels with</td>
<td>23.6M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Asymmetrical small kernels</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>InceptionV3</td>
<td>Residual Learning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Identity mapping</td>
<td>25.6M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Based skip connections</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A summary of different architectures employed in our study is presented in Table 3.2.

For each of the models, we first fine-tuning it on the IAM database. We employed a batch size of 32, the activation function is ReLU, the optimizer is Adam and the loss function is categorical cross-entropy. With VGG16, we freeze the first 4 layers of the model. Similarly, in InceptionV3 10 layers while for ResNet-50 and ResNet-34, the first 12 and 8 layers are frozen respectively. Furthermore, the classifier is discarded to be replaced as per the dataset (650-writers) with softmax as an activation function and then fine-tuned on the IAM dataset.

In order to avoid over-fitting, we opted to employ a dropout layer (with a dropout rate of 0.2) and kernel regularizer L1 as it shrinks the less impor-
tant feature’s coefficient close to zero thus, removing some features altogether. When we fine-tuned the model that is trained on the IAM dataset on the Papyrus dataset the fully connected layers are replaced by 10 writers as per the dataset with softmax as an activation function. Once the models are tuned, we feed patches/fragments of writing in a test image and identify the writer for each patch/fragment. Subsequently, the decisions are combined for a document using a majority voting. Details of these experiments are presented in the next chapter.

3.6 Summary

This chapter introduced the proposed scribe identification technique along with the pre-processing techniques investigated. Features are extracted using patches of handwriting as well as by first finding key points in the handwriting and then extracting features. A number of pre-trained ConvNet models are employed in a two-step fine-tuning framework where networks are first tuned on contemporary and then on the Greek handwriting. The next chapter presents the details of the experimental study carried out to validate the proposed methods.
CHAPTER 4

ANALYSIS & RESULTS

This chapter presents the details of the different experiments with results and discussion. We first introduce the experimental protocol followed by the scribe identification performance of different models using patches and fragments of handwriting.

4.1 Experimental Protocol

The GRK-Papyri dataset is provided to carry out writer identification tasks in two experimental settings.

- Leave-one-out Approach.

- A training set of 20 and a test set of 30 images.

Since we employ a machine learning-based technique, experiments under a leave-one-out approach would mean training the system 50 times for each evaluation. We, therefore, chose to employ the training and test set distribution provided in the database i.e. 20 images in train and 30 in the test set. At this distribution there might be a contradiction that data is imbalanced but here we would like to clarify that the length of text in images of test is fairly small. Thus, number of images per class is more in test as compare to train.
4.1.1 Document Level Vs Patch Level

During the evaluation phase, the query document is divided into patches where each patch’s probabilistic score is maintained which indicates the probability of patch being produced by each of the writer in reference base is $S_i = \{P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_n\}$ where, $S_i$ is the score of patch $i$ (Patch Level) and $N$ indicates the number of writers. The identity of the writer is decided by combining the scores of patches using the majority Voting to come to conclusion at Document Level (meaningful from viewpoint of application). The pipeline of how document level Scores are computed is illustrated in Figure 4.1.

![Figure 4.1: Pipeline of how Document Level Scores are computed.](image)

4.2 System Performance

The efficiency of the system is exploited on various paradigms. We first present the identification rates as a function of different pre-processing techniques. These classification rates are computed by fine-tuning InceptionV3 first on the IAM dataset and subsequently on the training images in the GRKPapyri dataset. The results are evaluated at the patch level as well as document
level by applying a majority vote on the patch level decisions.

Table 4.1: Writer identification rates for different pre-processing techniques (Two-step fine-tuning of InceptionV3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Patch Level</th>
<th>Document Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adaptive Binarization [74]</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canny Edge Detection [76]</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge Detection+Binarization</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deep Otsu [75]</td>
<td><strong>0.27</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.48</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It can be seen from Table 4.1 that among the different pre-processing techniques investigated, DeepOtsu reports the highest identification rates of 27% at the patch level and 48% at the document level. The subsequent experiments are therefore carried out using DeepOtsu as the pre-processing technique.

Figure 4.2: Writer identification rates as a function of patch size.

In the next experiment, we present the identification rates by directly
fine-tuning the models from ImageNet to our dataset (single-step tuning) as well as by first tuning them on the IAM dataset and subsequently on the papyri dataset (two-step tuning). It can be seen in Table 4.2 that in all cases two-step fine-tuning serves to enhance the identification rates (by 2% to 6%). The highest document level identification rate is reported by fine-tuning ResNet-50 and reads 54%. Considering the complexity of the problem and the small set of training samples, the reported identification rate is indeed very promising.

Table 4.2: Performance of single and two step fine tuning on different pre-trained ConvNets (Patches).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fine-Tuning Scheme</th>
<th>Patch Level</th>
<th>Document Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>VGG16 [80]</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ImageNet→Papyri</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ImageNet→IAM→Papyri</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>InceptionV3 [77]</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ImageNet→Papyri</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ImageNet→IAM→Papyri</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ResNet-50 [78]</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ImageNet→Papyri</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ImageNet→IAM→Papyri</td>
<td><strong>0.33</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.54</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We also study the impact of patch size (scale of observation) on the identification rates. The Document level identification rates with two-step fine-tuning of InceptionV3 and ResNet-50 as a function of patch size are summarized in Figure 4.3. It is interesting to observe that both the models exhibit more or less similar trends and the highest identification rates are reported at a patch size of $512 \times 512$, i.e. 48% and 54% for Inception and ResNet respectively. Too small or too large patches naturally report relatively lower identification rates indicating that the scale of observation is a critical parameter that must be carefully chosen.
In the next series of experiments, rather than using patches of handwriting, we employ small fragments extracted using FAST key points.

Table 4.3: Performance of single and two step fine tuning on different pre-trained ConvNets (Fragments).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fine-Tuning Scheme</th>
<th>Fragment Level</th>
<th>Document Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>VGG16 [80]</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ImageNet→Papyri</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ImageNet→IAM→Papyri</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>InceptionV3 [77]</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ImageNet→Papyri</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ImageNet→IAM→Papyri</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ResNet-50 [78]</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ImageNet→Papyri</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ImageNet→IAM→Papyri</td>
<td><strong>0.38</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.61</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ResNet-34 [78]</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ImageNet→Papyri</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ImageNet→IAM→Papyri</td>
<td><strong>0.40</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.645</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Keeping these key points as centers, small patches around them are extracted as small fragments of writing. The fragment and document level
identification rates are summarized in Table 4.3 and illustrated in Figure 4.4. Similar to experiments with random patches, two-step fine-tuning outperforms single-step fine-tuning. The highest reported identification rate reads 64% with ResNet-34. It is also important to note that ResNet34 which is a relatively shallower network as compared to ResNet-50 reports higher identification rates. This indicates that a deeper model is more prone to over-fitting in our case as the dataset is limited.

We also interpreted that indeed fragments facilitated in characterizing the discriminative patterns in handwriting, which also resulted with the increase in the identification rate.

Figure 4.4: Writer identification rates on fragments extracted from FAST keypoints.

4.3 Performance Comparison

From the perspective of comparing the approaches, we employed with the identification rates reported on this dataset using Normalized Local Naïve Bayes Nearest-Neighbor with FAST key points in [1].

Authors report an identification rate of 30.0% with leave-one-out protocol
Table 4.4: Comparison with the state-of-the-art.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Identification Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[1] NLNBNN with FAST</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Proposed (Dense Sampling)</strong></td>
<td>Two-Step Fine Tuning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Proposed (FAST)</strong></td>
<td>Two-Step Fine Tuning</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and, 26.6% identification rate with the distribution of data into training and test set. Using the same distribution of 20 images in the training and 30 in the test set, we report an identification rate of 54% using a two-step fine-tuning approach which seems to be quite encouraging. Furthermore, using fragments of writing extracted using FAST key points, the identification rate improves to 64.5% which indeed is very promising.

### 4.4 Summary

This chapter presented the details of experiments we carried out and the results we achieved with a discussion on our findings. We experimented with a number of well-known, state-of-the-art pre-trained models using two-step fine-tuning. A number of pre-processing techniques were also explored prior to feature extraction and classification. Overall, considering the challenging set of images at hand, the reported identification rates are indeed very encouraging.
This study aimed at the identification of scribes from historical manuscripts. More specifically, we investigated the problem of Greek handwriting on papyrus. A major challenge in the analysis of historical documents is to handle the degradations over time. A number of pre-processing techniques were investigated to effectively preserve the writing stroke and eliminate the background noise. Features are extracted from handwriting patches by fine-tuning state-of-the-art ConvNets. A two-step fine-tuning is carried out by first tuning the models to contemporary handwritings and subsequently to the papyri dataset. Patch level identification decisions are combined to document level using a majority voting and, identification rates up to 54% are reported. Patches are extracted using dense sampling of writing with windows as well as by first identifying the handwriting keypoints and then extracting windows around these keypoints. Considering the challenging set of writing samples, the realized identification rates are indeed very promising with a document level identification rate of around 64%.

In our further study on this subject, we intend to extend the analysis to other relevant problems like the classification of writing styles and dating. Furthermore, the current study revealed that pre-processing is a critical step in analyzing such documents and further investigating different pre-processing
techniques could indeed be an interesting study. In addition to standard pre-trained models, relatively shallower networks can also be trained from scratch to study the performance evolution. It is expected that the findings of this study would be helpful for the pattern classification community in general and the handwriting analysis community in particular.
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